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Course Description
This five- day intensive module focuses on understanding all aspects of interest rate charges and
the risks1 associated with costing financial products, both from an investor’s point of view and the
microfinance institution’s (MFI). We dissect the reasoning behind the high cost of products in
MFIs, emphasizing on how to reduce them in order to have a better impact on poverty reduction
while assuring MFIs are fully sustainable.
We also focus on the currency risk exposure faced by foreign investors and MFIs when the original
investment or capital is in a hard currency, such as U.S. dollars.
Microfinance institution like any other investor is risk averse, it takes great care to analyze and
measure risks associated with its required rate of return (RRR). Our objective is to gain a clear
understanding of all the risks associated with RRR, so that we are able effectively to calculate the
interest rate MFI charges its clients, and to cost financial products more precisely. If an MFI is able
to cost its products more accurately, it is able to provide investors a higher level of certainty on
their promised return (s) and in return to assure MFI’s sustainability, especially in the long-run.
Emerging market currencies are characterized by low level of transaction activity, sudden dramatic
fluctuations (often depreciations) in the currency exchange rates, central bank restrictions,
interventions and shallow financial markets. The currency risk exposure2 faced by foreign investors
and the MFIs play a significant role in costing our financial products, especially now, given the
volatility of major currencies in the last couple of years relative to U.S. dollar. We spent time in
1

Risk is a measure of the degree of uncertainty associated with the return on one asset relative to an alternative
asset.
2
Currency risk arises from the mismatch between the assets held by an MFI (denominated in the local
currency of the MFI’s country of operation) and the loans that fund its balance sheet.
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analyzing this risk, trying to measure it, and look at a few practical hedging options and their
limitation.

Objectives
The objective of this course is to understand the nature of interest rates and their associated risks.
We then link this understanding to product pricing mechanisms that will serve as tools to allow the
MFI to remain viable while offering properly priced and competitive products that also protect
borrowers (clients) from overpricing.

Prerequisites
Financial literacy

Audience
Management, Regulators including central bankers, and the investing community.

Methodology
Through lectures, mini case examples, and class discussions we examine current product costing
mechanism and methodologies in practice, contrasting different approaches and deciding which
model is more appropriate, given the risk level, and the macroeconomic conditions of the country
that MFI operates in. For a hand on approach, participants, in groups, use one of these methods to
determine interest rate that an existing MFI should charge, given country’s risk factors.
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Course Outline
Day 1 :

Introduction of financial risk management, an overview of all the players; investors, MFIs,
clients, and the intermediaries. What are the costs associated to delivering a financial product?
Why microfinance products are expensive? We start this day with a very fast review of official
financial reports, based on generally acceptable accounting principles (GAAP).

Day 2 :

Liquidity management--default risk - Measuring liquidity on the balance sheet, the basic
concept of working capital, integrating liquidity into risk management, assessing liquidity needs
including sources and usage of funds, understanding better the risk associated with volatile
cash position, investing excess funds, reducing asset -liability mismatch, and managing liquidity
in multiple currencies. Group work--investigating the methodology that an existing MFI uses in
assessing its cost and pricing its products (interest rate charges).

Day 3 :

Introduction to foreign Exchange risk management for the MFIs with foreign currency liabilities,
country risk in dollarized economies and sovereign debt crisis, how to price financial products
given national and international currency problems and how to use simple, practical, hedging
mechanism against foreign exchange risk, an alternative analysis. We also examine the impact
that large remittance has on local currency and its particular effect on financial reporting of
MFI’s gains and losses.

Day 4 :

Macroeconomics risks associated with inflation, budget deficit, discount rates and their impact
on product costing. Calculating costs and setting sustainable interest rate, Analysis of weighted
average cost of capital (WACC), (deposits, loans & equity—diversification of funding
instruments and sources), desired capitalization rate, investment income rate, and recalculation of interest rate. We conclude this session by giving many examples of product
costing methods MFIs currently are using, discussing pros and cons of these methodologies.

Day 5 :

When and how microfinance institution can go to the international capital market, its limitation,
tapping on new sources of funds while assuring financial stability and growth in the long run.
 Groups present and share their findings on current MFIs costing mechanism.
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